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ABSTRACT: Fine-scale spatial genetic structure (SGS) within populations reflects the dispersal behaviour of genes and individuals. Here we studied very small-scale SGS and mating patterns in the brown seaweed *Fucus vesiculosus*, a dioecious marine broadcast spawner with immediate settlement upon gamete release, which is predicted to strongly restrict gene flow. We estimated SGS, inbreeding and kinship for adults and recruits from habitats with contrasting exposures and patchiness (open coast and estuarine ecosystems) using microsatellite loci. Heterozygote deficiency was found for most adult populations but it was even higher for recruits, indicating inbreeding depression. At the fine spatial resolution of this study there was no spatial genetic structuring for 3 of the 5 populations studied across different habitats. Habitat could not explain the unrestricted gene flow in some populations. In the kinship analyses, we identified more putative mothers than fathers, suggesting that male gamete dispersal mediates gene flow at broader distances. However, the vast majority of the parents of the recruits could not be found among the adults sampled nearby, indicating unrestricted gene flow at these small scales. We propose 3 non-exclusive hypotheses for our findings: (1) unrestricted gene flow, (2) inbreeding depression eliminating most inbred individuals resulting from nearby related parents, (3) temporal Wahlund effects, mediated by a hypothetic genetic pool of a bank of microscopic forms persisting from previous generations.
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INTRODUCTION

Dispersal is fundamental in the evolutionary dynamics of populations—rates, structure and scales of dispersal drive population replenishment and have profound implications for population persistence and evolution. High dispersal (or gene flow) tends to oppose the effects of local selection and thus limits adaptation. However, the amount of evidence for evolutionary divergence at small spatial scales for several species and in different geographic settings (e.g. Richardson & Urban 2013) has increased, highlighting the importance of fine spatial-scale evolutionary processes.

At smaller spatial scales, dispersal influences processes, such as how species cope with competition, inbreeding depression and environmental changes (e.g. Ronce 2007). Restricted gene flow can lead to neighbouring individuals having higher genetic similarity, increasing the probability of inbred matings. Inbreeding can result in lower offspring fitness (i.e. inbreeding depression; reviewed by Delph 2004). Fitness can also decrease with distance when locally adapted genotypes exist (outbreeding depression; e.g. Waser & Price 1994).

Both inbreeding and outbreeding depression can affect populations at different scales, resulting in an optimal outcrossing distance that maximizes fitness;
even across relatively small distances (e.g. in a marine plant, Billingham et al. 2007). In marine algae, a few studies have addressed this issue. Inbreeding and outbreeding depression were negligible compared to heterosis as crossing success increased with distance between mates in an isomorphic haploid-diploid red alga (Richerd et al. 1993). In the heteromorphic haploid-diploid kelps, signatures of inbreeding depression have been found at small spatial scales in giant kelp (Raimondi et al. 2004, Johansson et al. 2013) but not in highly selfing ones (Barner et al. 2011). However, haploid life stages are expected to allow purging of deleterious mutations (e.g. Richerd et al. 1993, Engel et al. 2004, McKenzie & Bellgrove 2006). Mechanisms to avoid and/or minimize inbreeding depression may also be mediated by the mating system, such as by selfing (e.g. Sletvold et al. 2013 and references therein).

The spatial genetic structure (SGS) within populations provides insight into the dispersal scales of genes and individuals at drift-dispersal equilibrium (Vekemans & Hardy 2004). SGS is the decrease in mean pairwise genetic kinship with spatial distance, and the slope of the corresponding regression line is an indicator of SGS strength and gene flow limitation (Rousset 2000, Vekemans & Hardy 2004). Therefore SGS can reflect the mating system if an SGS pattern arises by mating with closely related neighbours (or even selfing) due to reduced dispersal. This expected relationship remains a source of ongoing debate.

In marine habitats, few studies on small-scale SGS have been conducted. There is in particular a strong need to understand the influence of restricted propagule dispersal (i.e. in species without planktonic life stages) on small-scale SGS in marine environments, because it determines population evolution, persistence and recovery when facing perturbations. However, studies conducted to date have mainly focused on species with mixed mating systems that include clonality, such as seagrasses and sponges (Alberto et al. 2005, Calderón et al. 2007, Blanquer et al. 2009), or marine haploid-diploid algae, which are able to purge any deleterious mutations that arise during their haploid life cycle (Engel et al. 2004, Kusumo et al. 2006, Krueger-Haddfield et al. 2013, 2015). Very few studies have investigated SGS in strictly outcrossing species (Ledoux et al. 2010).

Our aim was to study small-scale SGS and mating patterns in the brown seaweed Fucus vesiculosus, a marine dioecious broadcast spawner (sensu Serrão & Havenhand 2009) with no planktonic life stages, since the effect of habitat may be important in determining transportation and settlement that is dependent on substrate structure. This species can be found in a variety of habitats ranging from exposed intertidal rocky shores to highly sheltered tidal marshland areas, allowing comparisons of SGS across habitats. The genus Fucus has been a model system in the study of several ecological and evolutionary processes, particularly reproductive ecology (reviewed in Pearson & Serrão 2006). On many shores, several species of this genus are found distributed according to a vertical gradient (Chapman 1995, Billard et al. 2010, Zardi et al. 2011), hybrid genotypes are rare and can be found only in the transition zones (Engel et al. 2005, Billard et al. 2010).

The reproductive biology of F. vesiculosus suggests this species will display SGS. The species releases gametes synchronously during calm periods (Serrão et al. 1996, Berndt et al. 2002, Monteiro et al. 2012), indicating very low potential for gamete dispersal. This gamete releasing strategy minimizes gamete dilution by currents and explains a female fertilization success close to 100% in all natural fucoid populations studied to date (Serrão et al. 1996, Ladah et al. 2003). Gametes are released in oogonia and antheridia that immediately sink to the bottom (settlement is immediate to spawning). Once gametes are in close contact, fertilization follows within minutes, and attachment of zygotes occurs a few hours later, depending on the temperature (Ladah et al. 2003, Coleman & Brawley 2005a). Field studies on fucoid algae recorded that most eggs settle within 0.5 m of the source, although dispersal beyond 2 to 6 m may also occur, particularly in sperm (Serrão et al. 1997, Dudgeon et al. 2001). Dispersal could also be mediated via drifting reproductive thalli, until their senescence, as found for other brown algae (McKenzie & Bellgrove 2008); however, since F. vesiculosus is dioecious, the gametes released by a drifting thallus need to encounter gametes of the opposite sex for fertilization to occur. Given these reproductive characteristics, we hypothesize a scenario of restricted gene flow and therefore a strong pattern of SGS, with matings occurring between genetically and spatially close males and females.

In previous population genetic studies of Fucus species, an important influence of mating system on the genetic diversity and structure of populations has been found, with higher genetic structure and lower genetic diversity associated with hermaphroditic (F. spiralis and F. guiryi) and dioecious species (F. serratus and F. vesiculosus) (Coyer et al. 2003, Coleman & Brawley 2005a, Engel et al. 2005, Perrin et al. 2007). Given the low gamete dispersal, it is surprising that genetic studies on Fucus located on open shores indi-
cated randomly distributed genotypes of *F. vesiculosus* sampled from an area ranging from 5 to 20 m² (Engel et al. 2005) and at a scale of 1 to 100 m in *F. serratus* (Coyer et al. 2003). These results seem to indicate higher gamete or zygote dispersal than predicted for external fertilizers (Pearson & Serrão 2006) and expected from ecological recruitment studies.

The aim of this study was to assess the genetic structure of *F. vesiculosus* at a microgeographic scale (as defined by Richardson et al. 2014) and to assess individual dispersal behaviour within populations. Our hypothesis is that there is spatial genetic structuring, and widespread heterozygote deficiency. Because *F. vesiculosus* occurs in habitats with contrasting exposures and patchiness that could potentially influence SGS and inbreeding, analyses were done in both natural open coast and estuarine populations.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Sample collection**

We sampled 5 natural populations of *Fucus vesiculosus* (Fig. 1) encompassing 2 types of ecosystems: open shores and estuaries. In open-shore ecosystems we sampled 2 populations in France (Roscoff [48° 42' 47.53'' N, 4° 02' 32.95'' W] and Brest [48° 21' 30.74'' N, 4° 32' 31.79'' W]) and one population in northern Portugal (Viana do Castelo [41° 41' 32.57'' N, 8° 50' 57.57'' W]). In estuarine ecosystems we sampled 2 populations in Portugal, one in the north (Lima River [41° 41' 45.94'' N, 8° 48' 49.07'' W]) and the other on the central coast (Tagus River [38° 45' 31.34'' N, 8° 57' 24.80'' W]).

To avoid confounding effects of unoccupied habitat in between areas of continuous distribution, we delimited sampling areas within natural continuous patches of *F. vesiculosus*, determined by the patchiness of its local distribution, therefore representing distinct shapes, areas and densities. Sampling areas were 1 × 5 m in Tagus River, 3 × 3.5 m in Roscoff (both populations with an average estimated density of 80 ind. m⁻²), 6 × 2.5 m in Brest, 2.5 × 2.5 m in the Lima River (both populations with an average estimated density of 50 ind. m⁻²) and 5 × 15 m in Viana do Castelo (average estimated density of 250 ind. m⁻²). Within these sampling units we chose reproductive thalli (adults) randomly, without using a minimum set distance between sampled thalli (some were next to each other, <1 cm), we determined their gender, measured their length (from holdfast to the longest apical tip) and mapped them (for an example see Fig. S1 in the Supplement at www.int-res.com/articles/suppl/m544p131_supp.pdf). For each thallus, several vegetative tips were excised and dried in silica gel desiccant for DNA extraction. In *F. vesiculosus*, shoots from the same holdfast can belong to different individuals (Malm & Kautsky 2004); however, in this study we genotyped 3 shoots from each thallus and used only the thalli that showed the same genotype for all sampled thalli, representing an individual sampling unit. Additionally, for one open-shore (Viana do Castelo) and one estuarine (Tagus River) population, recruits were measured, mapped and sampled for DNA extraction. We considered as recruits the thalli that were smaller than 5 cm total length and with no reproductive tissue. Although there is the possibility that a 5 cm thallus could be a new young shoot growing on an old holdfast instead of a new recruit, this is morphologically distinguishable; we chose thalli that had young, almost undetectable, holdfasts, and not small thalli growing from darker and larger holdfasts (the older ones).

**DNA extraction and microsatellite amplification**

DNA extraction was performed as in Coyer et al. (2009). For PCR reactions the extracted DNA was
diluted 1:10. Nine microsatellite loci were amplified: F19, F3, F35, F57, F59, F26II, Fsp1, L20 and L78 (Engel et al. 2003, Wallace & Klein 2004, Perrin et al. 2007, Coyer et al. 2009). Each 10 µl reaction contained 10 ng of genomic DNA, 1× Qiagen HotStart Taq buffer, 200 µM of dNTPs, 0.3 µM of each primer, different final concentrations of MgCl₂ (Table S1 in the Supplement) and 0.5 U of HotStart Taq polymerase (Qiagen). PCR amplifications were conducted on a Perkin-Elmer Gene Amp System 7200 with the following program: 15 min at 95°C; 30 cycles composed of 30 s at the annealing temperature (Table S1), 30 s elongation at 72°C and 30 s of denaturation at 95°C, followed by a final 30 min elongation step at 72°C. Fragments were separated on an ABI 3130 XL automatic sequencer (Applied Biosystems) with the internal size standard Rox 350 except for the locus F26II, where we used LIZ500 as an internal size standard. Alleles were scored using Peak Scanner version 1.0 (Applied Biosystems).

**Data analyses**

The mean number of alleles per locus (allelic diversity), the expected (Hₑ) and observed (Hₒ) proportion of heterozygotes, and the inbreeding coefficient (Fₛ) were estimated using GENETIX 4.05 (Belkhir et al. 1996). Significance levels were estimated using 1000 permutations. Linkage disequilibrium between all pairs of loci was tested according to the Black & Krafur (1985) procedure, with 1000 permutations. Allelic richness (Ã) was estimated for each population separately, standardized to a minimum common size of 40 individuals per population using standArich (www.ccmar. ualg.pt/maree/software.php?soft=sarich). To determine the frequency of null alleles in the dataset we used the software ML-NULFFREQ (Kalinowski & Taper 2006). We also used the software MICRO-CHECKER v.2.2.3 (van Oosterhout et al. 2004) which adjusts the number of homozygote genotypes in each size class to reflect the estimated frequency of null alleles and the ‘real’ number of homozygotes. Therefore, a new dataset of each locus was obtained by considering the adjusted genotypes. The effect of the possible presence of null alleles was evaluated comparing the results obtained using the 2 datasets. Correction for multiple testing was performed using the false discovery rate (FDR) approach (Benjamini & Hochberg 1995) in QVALUE (Storey 2002).

**Spatial autocorrelation**

The genetic co-ancestry between pairs of individuals can be summarized over a range of distance intervals in terms of multilocus estimates of kinship (Fij). We used the estimators of Loiselle et al. (1995) to calculate kinship coefficients between pairs of individuals using SPAGEDI (Hardy & Vekemans 2002). Average kinship coefficients were estimated for a homogenised number of distance classes; 5, 10 and 20 distance classes were explored, but we show only the results for 5 classes because these contain more pairs per distance class, maximizing the power to detect departures from randomness. Correlograms were constructed by plotting the mean pairwise kinship coefficients as a function of the spatial distance class. Pairwise kinship coefficients were regressed on the logarithm of spatial distance for 2-dimensional populations to estimate the regression slope (b₃). For each population, spatial locations were randomly permuted among individuals 10 000 times to test if the observed mean kinship values were different from those expected under a random distribution of genotypes. Gene dispersal parameters, Nb Wright’s ‘neighbourhood size’ (Wright 1943), commonly perceived as the number of individuals that form a panmictic sub-population, and σ², which represents the mean-squared parent–offspring distance, were calculated by an iterative procedure. To calculate the dispersal parameters, the effective density (D) must be estimated. This was calculated as the product of the census density (determined in the field for each population) and the Nₑ/N_ratio (ratio of effective over census population sizes; Vekemans & Hardy 2004). The dispersal parameters are only meaningful when an SGS pattern is present, as they are calculated based on the regression slope between kinship and geographical distance (Vekemans & Hardy 2004). All these analyses were performed with SPAGEDI (Hardy & Vekemans 2002). We further calculated the Sp statistic (Vekemans & Hardy 2004) to quantify SGS; this standardization is necessary for comparisons between studies and/or species, since the parameters mentioned above are to some extent dependent on the sampling scale used.

We further investigated whether different patterns could arise if we considered populations subdivided in cohorts. Therefore, we separately analyzed individuals of different sizes/length. Assuming classes that include thalli with 20 cm differences, starting at 20 cm, we defined 4 size classes; Class 1: 20 to 40 cm, Class 2: 41 to 60 cm, Class 3: 61 to 80 cm and Class 4: 81 to 101 cm. Only the Viana do Castelo population
had thalli of all 4 size classes. In the Brest population, all thalli belonged to one size class (Class 2), and the remaining populations only had thalli belonging to Class 1. Finally, to assess if there was a spatial autocorrelation of sexual phenotypes, we analysed male and female thalli separately in all populations.

Kinship structure

To further analyse the relationship between thalli and to infer the possible origin of the parents and offspring, we used the maximum likelihood approach implemented in COLONY v.2.0 (Wang 2004, Wang & Santure 2009, Jones & Wang 2010), which assigns parentage and sibling- (sib)-ship from individual multilocus genotypes. Four categories of relationships are considered: unrelated, half-sibling, full-sibling and parent-offspring. The method uses a group-likelihood ratio to partition individuals into full- and half-sib families accounting for genotyping errors. Because age could not be estimated based on individual length, in this analysis only sampled recruits were used as offspring (sampled in Viana do Castelo and Tagus River), while their respective adult populations, comprised of thalli longer than 20 cm in length and with reproductive receptacles (explained above), were used as candidate male and female parents. The rate of errors used was according to the null allele frequencies calculated for each locus. We assumed polygamous mating systems for both males and females and used the full-likelihood method. The analysis was run 4 times and only relationships with a probability higher than 0.9 were considered.

RESULTS

Genetic diversity

Multilocus genotypes were obtained for 504 reproductive thalli from 5 sampled locations (Roscoff: 156, Brest: 50, Viana do Castelo: 212, Lima River: 44, Tagus River: 42) and 82 recruits from Viana do Castelo (45) and Tagus River (37). The analysis of the populations of reproductive thalli (adults) revealed high intra-population variability; the average number of alleles per population varied from north to south, with a maximum of 12.1 in Roscoff to a minimum of 4.9 in Tagus River (Table 1). The 9 loci used were highly variable, with mean number of alleles per locus ranging from 12 (F3) to 48 (F26II). However, the Tagus River population had very low amplification success for locus F26II, possibly due to mutation at primer binding sites. Also, at locus F57 all Tagus River thalli amplified were monomorphic. We therefore re-analyzed all populations with the remaining 7 loci.

For the 7 microsatellites, the number of alleles per locus varied from 12 to 22 (F3 and L20, respectively). Gene diversity (unbiased expected heterozygosity, \(H_E\)) ranged from 0.72 (Roscoff) to 0.57 (Tagus River). Both allelic richness and gene diversity showed a north-south decreasing trend, with higher genetic diversity in the 2 French populations, decreasing towards the south, with the most southern population (Tagus River) having the lowest genetic diversity of all.

Inbreeding

Estimations of \(F_{IS}\) indicated highly significant heterozygote deficits for all populations, except Tagus River, after multiple test corrections (Table 1). In contrast with the reproductive adults of Viana do Castelo and the Tagus River, the genetic diversity of the recruits from these 2 populations revealed highly significant heterozygote deficit using the 7 microsatellites (Table 2). The possible presence of null alleles was detected for most markers used, with null allele frequencies ranging from 0.09 to 0.39 (Table S2 in the Supplement at www.int-res.com/articles/suppl/m544p131_supp.pdf). Estimations of \(F_{IS}\) using the ‘corrected’ dataset taking into consideration null allele frequencies, revealed lower \(F_{IS}\) values but did not alter the results provided by the original dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Plot size (m × m)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>(\bar{A})</th>
<th>(H_E)</th>
<th>(H_O)</th>
<th>(F_{IS})</th>
<th>(F_{IS}C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roscoff</td>
<td>3 × 3.5</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td><strong>0.12</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.10</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brest</td>
<td>6 × 2.5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td><strong>0.46</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.45</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viana do Castelo</td>
<td>5 × 15</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td><strong>0.04</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.04</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lima River</td>
<td>2.5 × 2.5</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td><strong>0.15</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.15</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tagus River</td>
<td>1 × 5</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>−0.05</td>
<td>−0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Genetic diversity indices for each sampled population of the brown alga *Fucus vesiculosus*. *N*: sample size; \(\bar{A}\): mean number of alleles per locus (allelic richness); \(\bar{A}\): mean number of alleles per locus standardized for equal sample size (standardized allelic richness) (minimum common sample size = 40). Observed \(H(O)\) and expected (gene diversity, \(H_E\)) heterozygosities and deviation from random mating \(F_{IS}\) all obtained on the basis of 7 microsatellite loci; \(F_{IS}C\): \(F_{IS}\) calculated using the ‘corrected’ genotypes, taking into consideration the null allele frequency. **Bold** numbers indicate significant values (\(p < 0.05\)).
Spatial autocorrelation

SGS at the thalli level did not reveal a pattern consistent with isolation by distance (IBD) within most populations, as in general the kinship coefficients did not decrease significantly with distance (Fig. 2). The regression slopes between genetic and geographic distances were significant for 2 of the 5 populations studied, Viana do Castelo –0.003 (p < 0.01) and Lima River –0.02 (p < 0.05), both in northern Portugal. The steeper regression slope for Lima River in relation to Viana do Castelo resulted in smaller Nb estimates and a stronger Sp statistic at this estuary population (Table 3). The Sp value found for Lima River is within the mean range found for outcrossing land plants (0.0126; Vekemans & Hardy 2004).

The analysis per cohort was only possible for Viana do Castelo, because it had the 4 size classes. SGS was only found for thalli from Class 2 (41 to 60 cm length), with a significant regression slope (−0.05, p < 0.01). In all other classes, no relation was found between kinship and spatial distance (Fig. S2 in the Supplement). For the sexual phenotype, we found SGS to be significant for female thalli in the Viana do Castelo ($b_F = −0.005, p < 0.05$) population and for male thalli in Lima River ($b_F = −0.07, p < 0.05$; data not shown).

Table 2. Genetic diversity of the recruits of the 2 populations of Fucus vesiculosus from Portugal. See Table 1 for description of variables. Bold numbers indicate significant values (p < 0.05)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Plot size</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>$H_E$</th>
<th>$H_O$</th>
<th>$F_{IS}$</th>
<th>$F_{SC}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Viana do Castelo</td>
<td>5 x 5 m</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tagus River</td>
<td>1 x 1 m</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Spatial autocorrelation graphs depicting the relationship between pairwise kinship coefficients and geographical distance between individuals of 5 populations of Fucus vesiculosus. Dotted lines indicate 95% CI; due to the different sizes of the sampled sites, the scale of the x-axis differs between graphs.
Table 3. Summary of kinship autocorrelation in the 5 *Fucus vesiculosus* populations studied. $F(1)$: mean kinship values found for the shortest distance interval; $b_F$: slope of the regression of mean kinship with the logarithm of spatial distance, $Sp$: $Sp$ statistic; $D$: estimated density of individuals in each population, $Nb$: estimated neighbourhood size, $\sigma$: half the mean square parent–offspring distance. Significant values of $F(1)$ and $b_F$ are shown in **bold** ($p < 0.05$). na: not applicable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Habitat</th>
<th>$F(1)$</th>
<th>$b_F$</th>
<th>$Sp$</th>
<th>$D$</th>
<th>$Nb$</th>
<th>$\sigma$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roscoff</td>
<td>Open shore</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brest</td>
<td>Open shore</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viana do Castelo</td>
<td>Open shore</td>
<td><strong>0.003</strong></td>
<td><strong>-0.003</strong></td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lima River</td>
<td>Estuary</td>
<td><strong>0.019</strong></td>
<td><strong>-0.02</strong></td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tagus River</td>
<td>Estuary</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Kinship structure**

In the Tagus River population (1 × 1 m), 37 random recruits were sampled within the adult population, for which the putative parents in the same area included 22 female and 17 male thalli. Of the 1849 dyads considered in the Tagus River recruits, we obtained 70 half-sib dyads (3.8%) and no full-sib relationships. Twelve mother–offspring dyads were found, as 3 of the sampled female thalli were the probable mothers of 12 recruits. Three father–offspring dyads were detected and one male thallus was the probable father of the 3 offspring.

In Viana do Castelo (5 × 5 m), 45 random recruits were analyzed, and the putative parents sampled from the adult population included 22 female and 100 males. Of the 2025 recruit dyads considered, 8 full-sib (0.4%) and 110 (5.4%) half-sib dyads were detected. Eighteen mother–offspring dyads were detected, as 5 of the sampled females were identified as the probable mothers of 18 recruits. Nine father–offspring dyads were detected, in which 3 sampled males were the probable fathers of 9 recruits. Only 5 recruits were detected as offspring of both sampled males and females.

**DISCUSSION**

The fine spatial resolution of this study (<1 cm to 15 m) revealed a lack of SGS for 3 of the 5 *Fucus vesiculosus* populations studied, 1 estuary (Tagus River) and 2 open coast (Roscoff and Brest), contradicting our hypothesis of SGS at very small scales, and indicating that gene flow at small scales within populations is generally unrestricted. The remaining 2 populations, an estuary (Lima River) and an open coast (Viana do Castelo), revealed weak but significant SGS patterns. These results suggest restriction to gene flow at a very small scale for some populations independently of the habitat being open shore or estuarine.

SGS could be occurring at a spatial scale even smaller than the scale analysed in the present study, as was found to be the case in other studies (see Krueger-Hadfield et al. 2013). The identification of more putative mothers than fathers occurring near the sampled recruits indicates that male gamete dispersal mediates gene flow at broader distances and could thus be obscuring a much more restricted female gamete dispersal (as shown by Serrão et al. 1997). An alternative hypothesis is the occurrence of a sampling bias towards females (difference in size or longevity). However, this last hypothesis seems unlikely since sampling was random and no female bias was found in natural populations (Engel et al. 2005). Still, most of the parents of the recruits could not be found among the adults sampled nearby, again supporting unrestricted gene flow at small scales.

**Inbreeding depression**

Our results support the hypothesis of the important role of inbreeding depression in shaping the genetic structure of *F. vesiculosus*. In the populations where recruits were sampled (Viana do Castelo and Tagus River), we found highly significant heterozygote deficiencies in the ‘younger’ individuals (recruits) but not in the adults. The decrease in heterozygote deficiency with aging has been reported in various plant species (e.g. Hossaert-McKey et al. 1996, Jacquemyn et al. 2006) and explained by selective effect involving heterozygote advantage or inbreeding depression. In many species, depending on the mechanism behind the increase in homozygous loci in inbred progeny (overdominance or partial dominance; Charlesworth & Charlesworth 1987), fitness reduction may occur in the early life stages due to highly deleterious alleles, or at later stages in the life cycle, if less deleterious alleles are allowed to accumulate (Lande & Schemske 1985, Barrett & Harder 1996). In *F. vesiculosus*, the difference in inbreeding coefficients of the reproductive adults in relation to their recruits suggests reduced fitness of inbred individuals.

Negative effects of inbreeding on reproductive traits and offspring establishment have been exten-
sively studied and documented in several outcrossing plant (e.g. Richards 2000, Teixeira et al. 2009) and animal species (e.g. Keller & Waller 2002). In giant kelp, weaker observed SGS than expected could only be achieved in simulations when high mortality was associated with inbreeding depression (Johansson et al. 2013). Further studies on fitness traits (early and late stages) are needed to ascertain inbreeding depression and its mechanisms in *F. vesiculosus*. In this species, neighbours are competitively harmful, since laboratory experiments revealed a depressed growth of germinals under higher density conditions and *in situ* experiments showed higher recruitment after canopy thinning (Creed et al. 1996). Competition experiments using different levels of inbred individuals might further elucidate the mechanisms behind our results.

Furthermore, the existence of a bank of microscopic juveniles, resembling a seed bank in land plants, has been reported for this species, where potential preexisting recruits only develop when there is a thinning of the populations’ canopy, creating an opportunity for growth (Creed et al. 1996). A higher $F_{IS}$ has been found for the seed bank in relation to the adult population in several plant species (McCue & Holtsford 1998 and references therein). Three hypotheses were proposed for the high $F_{IS}$ levels found in *Fucus*: (1) higher inbreeding in previous years; (2) temporal Wahlund effect (see below), if the generations that contribute to the seed bank have different allelic frequencies; (3) inbreeding depression, through lower survival or germination of inbred individuals (Tonsor et al. 1993).

### Genetic diversity

The decreasing genetic diversity of *F. vesiculosus* from northern France towards the south is in accordance with biogeographic patterns displaying loss of genetic diversity of southern edge populations, possibly due to smaller population sizes in increasingly unfavourable habitats associated with ongoing climatic changes (Nicastro et al. 2013, Assis et al. 2014).

The highly significant heterozygote deficiencies found for all populations except Tagus River are within the ranges previously found for this species (e.g. Engel et al. 2005, Perrin et al. 2007, Tatarenkov et al. 2007, Nicastro et al. 2013), in contrast with Muhlin et al. (2008), who found little departure from random mating expectations. These heterozygote deficiencies may be caused by biparental inbreeding and would suggest restricted gene flow, with most fertilizations occurring between closely related individuals. However, heterozygote deficiencies could have alternative explanations: null alleles or Wahlund effect. The occurrence of null alleles is not the best explanation for our results. Although our loci could be affected, assessed by the null allele frequencies, these exhibit mainly low frequencies ($p < 0.2$, except for 2 populations), and the use of ‘corrected’ genotypes, taking into consideration the null alleles, did not change the overall heterozygote deficiency results. Accordingly, highly significant inbreeding coefficients have been found for many populations of *F. vesiculosus* and other *Fucus* species using different microsatellite markers (Coyer et al. 2003, 2011, Coleman & Brawley 2005a,b, Engel et al. 2005, Perrin et al. 2007, Tatarenkov et al. 2007, Billard et al. 2010, Nicastro et al. 2013), suggesting that high inbreeding coefficients are the rule in these species. Other explanations could account for high values of $F_{IS}$, such as the occurrence of temporal or spatial structure. A Wahlund effect can occur when we sample what seems to be one population, but in fact it contains more than one genetically differentiated population. This effect can be spatial and/or temporal. In our study, no spatial substructuring was found within populations (except in Viana do Castelo); however, a species delineation effect could possibly arise if there were hybrid genotypes within populations. Hybrids have been reported in *F. vesiculosus* populations and especially in Viana do Castelo and Roscoff, where a vertical zonation of several species of *Fucus* occurs (Zardi et al. 2011). A temporal Wahlund effect has been evoked in previous studies (Coyer et al. 2003, Engel et al. 2005), where the possibility of an age-structured population, with high variance in individual reproductive success between generations, would lead to distinct cohorts being genetically differentiated and/or that these differentiated groups of individuals would reproduce at different times, maintaining the existence of the temporal populations. We did not find significant differences between size classes in the Viana do Castelo population, as measured by $F_{ST}$ (data not shown), to support a temporal Wahlund effect. The existence of a pool of microscopic juveniles may act as a genetic reservoir, increasing the effective population size ($N_e$) and buffering populations from genetic diversity loss (McCue & Holtsford 1998).

### Spatial autocorrelation and kinship

The absence or low levels of small-scale genetic structure within populations suggests that at short
scales F. vesiculosus does not form genetic neighbourhoods imposed by restricted gene flow. Surprisingly only 2 of the 4 populations characterised by significant $F_{IS}$ values showed significant SGS. However, the sampling design used in this study was random, and even though the distance between individuals sampled covered a wide range (<1 cm to 15 m), we cannot discard the existence of microgeographic adaptation (Krueger-Hadfield et al. 2013, Richardson et al. 2014). Further studies with smaller interindividual distances should be designed to specifically address microgeographic processes (e.g. siblings growing attached together or attached to the maternal holdfast; Malm & Kautsky 2004).

The general lack of SGS found in this study is further strengthened by our kinship analysis, where very few (or none) full- and half-sibships were found at spatial scales ranging from 1 to 75 m$^2$. And although recruits were sampled amidst the populations and in most cases under the sampled adult individuals, very few female and male parents were identified (Fig. S1 in the Supplement). Surprisingly, these results seem to indicate that the vast majority of parents of the recruits sampled originated from outside the population while high levels of inbreeding ($F_{IS}$, Tables 1 & 2) suggest dense recruitment of related individuals.

Here we were able to analyse the possible effect of cohorts on SGS, and only marginally significant SGS was found for one size class. Thus, if size is a good proxy for age, then this may be indicative that reproduction between related cohorts is not different from that expected at random. In this case it is expected that size is a good proxy for age because this is a stable population that we have been following for the last decade, and no demographic perturbations were observed such as large grazing events or physical stress. Furthermore, old individuals with shorter than expected length (e.g. due to physical stress or grazing) typically have distinct holdfasts (larger and darker), and our samples did not include such morphologies.

A hypothesis of temporal Wahlund effect where only some individuals were in reproductive synchrony to originate the sampled recruits seems unlikely; we would have to have sampled by chance only adults that did not spawn successfully in previous reproductive seasons. However, if a large bank of microscopic forms exists and if these juveniles can be maintained in a latent state for long periods of time, this could lead to populations composed of a mosaic of individuals originating from very different reproductive episodes and therefore possibly different genetic compositions (McCauley, 2014). Further studies are needed to elucidate the hypothetical role of microscopic juveniles in shaping the genetic structure of populations.

Finally, we cannot overlook the hypothesis that failure to detect SGS can simply derive from non-equilibrium conditions within the populations. Simulation models suggest that many generations may be needed for SGS to arise and stabilize (Sokal & Wartenberg 1983, Hossaert-McKey et al. 1996).

**Dispersal in external fertilizers**

In sessile external fertilizer species, the release of gametes into the water column can potentially lead to high variability in reproductive success via gamete dilution. Restricting gamete release to synchronous calm periods maximizes reproductive success, but it is expected to result in very strong SGS. However, the majority of broadcast-spawning species exhibit little or no small-scale genetic structure relative to their ecologically equivalent brooders (Bradbury et al. 2008). In F. vesiculosus, although isolation by distance has been reported at larger scales (e.g. Tatarenkov et al. 2007), our results do not confirm the generality of the hypothesis of genetic spatial autocorrelation within very small scales in open coast and estuarine habitats.

In F. vesiculosus, the very limited egg dispersal and the calm hydrodynamic conditions during gamete release were expected to originate genetic structure (Serrão et al. 1996, Berndt et al. 2002, Monteiro et al. 2012), but gene flow could still be mediated by other means of dispersal. The eggs of F. vesiculosus are negatively buoyant, only attach to the substrate after fertilization and can be viable for several days (Muhlin et al. 2008). Fertilized eggs, although having no planktonic phase, can take 7 to 8 h to adhere firmly at the temperatures found on these shores (Ladah et al. 2003). During the short interval in which the fertilized eggs are settling through the water column, like planktonic organisms, they are under the influence of hydrodynamic forces described by a low Reynolds number (Re < 1), where viscous forces dominate (Denny 1993). However, while attaching to the substrate, the relative water velocity experienced by the propagules instantly increases in magnitude, leading to higher Re and therefore a turbulent regime with highly variable instantaneous velocities, even when the average velocity of the bulk water motion is constant (Crimaldi et al. 2002).
Sperm viability, in contrast with that of eggs, lasts only for a few hours (Muhlin et al. 2008). Long-term dispersal is therefore not possible, and it would not be expected to be useful since rapid dilution of sperm, especially under high turbulence, leads to a low probability of fertilization more than a few meters from the sperm source (see review in Levitan & Petersen 1995). However some strategies may enhance fertilization and counteract the effects of dilution, allowing some benefit from high turbulence in dispersal, particularly the release of mucilage together with the sperm, that may retain gametes together and delay sperm activation in the water column (see review by Serrão & Havenhand 2009). In red algae sperm are non-motile, but females in tide pools can be successfully fertilized by external males, although the vast majority of fertilizations occur by spatially close males (Engel et al. 1999).

Dispersal via drifting reproductive thalli is also a possibility, as has been found for other brown algae (Lu & Williams 1994, McKenzie & Bellgrove 2008). Indeed, this strategy has been suggested to occur for *F. vesiculosus*, as a hypothesis for the lack of SGS, high genetic diversity and low population genetic differentiation found for some North American populations (Muhlin et al. 2008). However, unlike *Haliotris dioica*, which produces detachment of reproductive fronds as part of their life-cycle (Lu & Williams 1994), in *F. vesiculosus* a reproductive thallus has to be broken, by storms or waves, and to our knowledge floating fronds of *F. vesiculosus* occur but not in high densities as found in other brown algae (McKenzie & Bellgrove 2008). Perhaps this strategy has a higher contribution to long-distance dispersal where a low number of migrants is sufficient to maintain gene flow between populations. Further studies should address the density, frequency and viability of drifting *F. vesiculosus* fronds to address the importance of this type of dispersal.

Dispersal could be further affected by other abiotic factors, particularly in the case of intertidal species, by currents associated to the tidal cycles. However, gametes in *F. vesiculosus* are released during the calm intervals of the tidal cycle, slack high tide or low tide (Berndt et al. 2002, Monteiro et al. 2012).

In this study, we revealed a predominant lack of SGS within populations at small spatial scales, with most matings probably originating from individuals outside (spatially or temporally) the populations. Such high gene flow might be an advantage when faced with habitat alterations, allowing maintenance of local high genetic diversity. However, our study also indicated the important role of inbreeding de-
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